CELC Recital
Friday, May 15, 2020

The Greek Dance
Piano: Natalia and Julian

The Stroll
Lead vocals: Harper and Ari
Piano: Avi

Happy
Lead vocal: Spencer and Liam
Piano: Ethan
Guitar: Avi

Let It Be
Lead Vocal: Emma
Piano: Julian
Guitar: Natalia

Kangaroo Gang
Lead Vocals: Liam and Emma
Piano: Natalia
Guitar: Julian

Texas State
Lead vocal: Liam

Techno Fish
Lead Vocal: Harper
Vocal Response: Ari
Piano: Avi and Ethan
Dancer: Spencer

Group I NEJL: Natalia, Emma, Julian, Liam
Group II ASHEA: Avi, Spencer, Harper, Ethan, Ari